What will happen?
We know from viewing past predictions that shortterm predictions tend to be overly optimistic and longterm predictions tend to be overly conservative. Here are some short-term predictions that I feel pretty sure of, mainly because most of them are almost here now. They will surely be done deals in 20 years.
Computers
Computers will be faster. Computers will be cheaper. Computers will have more memory. Computers will still crash.
If present trends continue, computer speeds and main memory sizes will increase by several thousandfold, and nonvolatile storage will increase by several hundred thousand-fold. Small, incredibly cheap, special-purpose computers will abound, all communicating with each other. Ivan Sutherland's "Wheel of Reincarnation" will have gone through another couple of turns, and the main CPU will be doing the graphics again instead of special-purpose processors. Everyone will finally agree that computers are finally fast enough and storage is large enough to satisfy them.
Display technology
CRTs will be gone. We finally really will have lightweight flat-panel displays that consume very little power. We'll have small, portable display pads connected to our base CPU or network via wireless LAN technology. Their resolution will be about the same as today's laser printer. We'll watch TV on these devices, do e-mail and voice mail, and read books on them. We'll still use large-screen displays for group viewing of movies. Head-mounted displays will be lightweight and common. Direct neural inputs to the brain will be the hot new experimental technology. I can already hear kids saying, "But Dad, all the kids have Neural Internet Receivers."
Applications
Data rates and storage capacity for large quantities of video and movies will be considered trivial. Bandwidth bottlenecks will diminish but not disappear. each item will advance to the current speeds of the next level or two up. This means that we'll still need to compress file sizes to communicate practically at the lower levels in the hierarchy.
The communication between small computers will make the proliferation of remote controls obsolete. We'll be able to control everything with any display or terminal device. These devices will be colorful-no more black-on-black buttons that are impossible to see while watching TV.
Movies will not be distributed as a sequence of images. Instead they'll be distributed as the database necessary to construct the images on the fly. What we now think of as computer-rendering techniques will be used as a playback decompression technique. Newly produced movies and videos will be generated directly in this format. Older movies and videos will be stored in this format after some processing to re-extract the layering of the images.
The Web will have taken over television as the primary communications medium of the world. Much of the world's commerce will be done on the Web. Shipping companies will thrive.
What do I want to happen?
I want 3D user interfaces and applications to be common. I want this because I think that developing 3D algorithms is fun, and I want there to be enough of a market for them to support their development.
I want to have a sophisticated model of the human visual system that can predict when imaging errors are below the threshold of detectability of the eye. Only then can we properly evaluate trade-offs in our rendering techniques. We can answer questions like, How much display resolution is really enough? How many bits of precision do you need in pixel processing arithmetic? And, more abstractly, how realistic do you need to be in your rendering?
I want all legacy idiocies like interlaced video and linear arithmetic on gamma-corrected pixels to go away. In fact, I want pixels to go away as an image archiving and processing method. An image is actually a continuous function. Converting it to pixels requires choosing a resolution and throwing away information beyond that resolution. Choosing a lower resolution generates fewer pixels to store, but throws away more information. When you really think about it, representing an image as pixels is just a bad image compression technique. Better techniques built on discrete cosine transforms or wavelets are attempts to find better sets of image "atoms." Building pictures out of these atoms is more representative of actual images. However, we need still better picture "atoms." Converting images to pixels should be a lastminute operation for display purposes only.
I want special-purpose graphics processors to go away. Programming with these things is just too @#$# hard. I want main CPUs to be fast enough to make the images we want. Special-purpose processors always choke off real algorithmic creativity as they make us try to shoehorn new algorithms into a design model often several years old.
I want image digitizers to be able to extract all the information from an image. This involves figuring out the maximum spatial resolution and the maximum intensity resolution that a given image actually contains. This would be the limit beyond which the image is just noise. Digitizing devices and software should be able to determine this empirically from any input image.
I want this stuff to work. Not crash a lot, and not destroy data.
And in the future I want to know everything there is to know about cubic curves.
What do I want to do with this?
As a producer of images and mathematical articles and animations, I want to have better and better tools to use. I want to be able to create mathematics and physics animations as interactive textbooks and distribute them on the future Web. I want to develop new rendering, lighting, and geometric algorithms. And I want an audience for them.
I am also a consumer of media. It seems like I'm collecting media even faster than I can consume it. So, I want a digitized version of all my books, music, photographs, and videos-both for space considerations and for easy accessibility. I want to have immediate digital access to any old movie and television series that I want to see-for a reasonable fee. I want to be able to download any book or research report, old or new, from the Web. I want computer games (like my favorites, Sam and Max Hit the Road, Day of the Tentacle, and Monkey Island) to be archived and downloadable in a format that I will be able to play on future hardware. I want copyright issues to be addressed so that producers of content get rewarded for their efforts while repurposing of these assets is not a major legal risk. I want all this because I believe that, in the future, any media not available on the Web will effectively cease to exist.
Since I hate to travel, I want to be able to travel in virtual reality. I want to be able to see interesting places and events at realistic resolution and time delay without the bother of actually going to them. I want to experience the canyons of Mars and the rings of Saturn from my home.
If space travel is inconvenient, time travel is even worse. I want to experience fun events of the past like, for example, historical world's fairs. One of the things that fascinates me about world's fairs is that they have always had a positive view of the future. I'm tired of the dystopian views currently common in predictions of the future. (How come everything in the future has to be rusty?). Architecture in world's fairs is clean and monumental like the grandiose art deco pavilions of the 1939 New York fair (see http://websyte.com/alan/nywf.htm or http://xroads.virginia.edu/g/1930s/DISPLAY/39wf/ frame.htm) or the 330-foot tall building in the shape of a molecule from the 1958 Brussels fair (see http://www .atomium.be/). Machines of the future would make life better, from automatic dishwashers and voice-actuated robots of the 1939 fair to the touch-tone phones, fusionpower plants, and audio animatronics of the 1964 New York fair (see http://members.aol.com/bbqprod.html). I've visited these fairs virtually by way of my collection of guidebooks, souvenir books, movie film, and stereo viewmaster slides, but it's not enough. I want them digitized and fed to 3D analysis programs to reconstruct 3D digital models. I want to recreate the experience of seeing a bright, shining future from the point of view of 1939 or 1964. And I am not alone with this idea (see http:// www.2039.com).
A guarantee
There's only one prediction I am sure of. In the future, people's predictions of their own future will be no more accurate than ours. In 20 years things will be vastly different than we expect. But let's at least get rid of the rust. I want the future to be beautiful again.
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